Additional Information First-come-first-served (FCFS)
- All FCFS-offers on PRISMA are add on products to already existing storage contracts and are
therefore limited to existing storage customers at the respective storage location of the product at
offer.
- The products are offered at published prices. The specific price publication is subject to contingent
changes based on economic reasons. The offered price is at any time only the published price at the
time the bid is placed. The offers are provided on a non-discriminatory basis as they are valid for all
of the potential existing customers.
- Concluded contracts are assigned to the existing storage customer account of the customer at the
respective storage. If several customer accounts for one customer exist at one storage, this is due to
differentiation by contract type. Customers whose contract(s) feature an injection-based variable
fee need to book capacity via an offer which is marked with the supplement “[variable fee]”.
- Capacity allocation is subject to availability. The contract is concluded when the storage customer
received an electronic booking confirmation from astora. All terms and conditions of the existing
storage services agreement between astora and the storage customer apply to the additional
booking.
Please note that the availability of the booked product may be subject to temporary limitations
according to Article 27 General Terms and Conditions for storage access due to maintenance
measures in case the booking period exceeds one month.

Special Discount at Jemgum UGS (valid from 1st April 2022 until 1st April 2023 or until further note)
A special discount of 100% on additionally booked injection and withdrawal capacity at the Jemgum
storage location until 01.04.2023 and until further notice is granted under the following conditions:
-

The special discount for withdrawal capacity is only valid for single withdrawal rate bookings
made in the period from 01.04.2022 - 01.11.2022 and is only granted if the allocated net
nomination per hour (sum of all injection nominations minus sum of all withdrawal
nominations on Jemgum-storage-location-level) before customer´s nomination is positive
and only insofar as the net nomination (hourly calculated) is reduced by the customer and
only as long as the net nomination is greater than zero. With other words: it is granted to the
extent that a customer´s behaviour reduces the storage injection. The published hourly
values published under https://www.astora.de/en/nc/transparency/dynamic-data/astorastorage-facilities/ adjusted by the customer´s nomination shall form the basis for the
calculation.

-

The special discount for injection capacity applies in the period from 01.11.2022 - 01.04.2023
if the allocated net nomination (ex customer nomination) is negative and only insofar as the
amount of the net nomination (hourly calculated) exceeds the booked additional capacity
and as long as the net nomination is smaller than zero. Customer behaviour shall reduce the
storage withdrawal. The published hourly values published under
https://www.astora.de/en/nc/transparency/dynamic-data/astora-storage-facilities/ adjusted
by the customer´s nomination shall form the basis for the calculation.

